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Short Stories for KS3 French, Spanish and German 
Let your students have fun with language! 
 

A pack of eight original, genre-based short stories, plays and poems designed to 
enthuse and enable students across KS3. With a wealth of differentiated pre- 
and post-reading activities, these imaginative and unique texts promise authentic 
reading material at the perfect level. 
 Fun, inventive and relatable texts to engage and 

motivate students – no dry textbook style!  
 For every text: 

 Pre-reading activities provide context and 
enable understanding  

 Post-reading activities break story down into 
bite-sized chunks and encourage students to 
exploit their new-found knowledge 

 Vocabulary builders, comprehension questions, 
translation practice, creative tasks and more! 

 Popular genres pique students’ interest 
 Fully differentiated – supports weaker students while stretching the most able 
 Includes full translations of texts and answers to all tasks 
 

Fully geared towards the new National Curriculum, these texts introduce 
students to higher echelons of language while building on what they already know.  

Comedy 

Fantasy 
Gothic 
Historical fiction  

Romance 
Science Fiction 

Spy/detective 

'An excellent resource, clearly laid out, with lots of good 
grammar exercises and original, imaginative stories. 

They will appeal to young teenagers thanks to the time 
machines, mutant animals, aliens, etc! It is a good and 
inventive way to motivate students and allow them to 
have fun with Spanish.' – J Ermina, MFL Teacher and 
Examiner and Independent Reviewer (Spanish Year 9 

Fantasy) 
 

‘I have tried to write my own comic stories but found it 
impossible to combine the elements of "funny" and 

"short" and "authentic" and "understandable for KS3 
pupils", so well done to this author!’ – I Oram-Louwage, 

MFL Teacher (German Year 9 Comedy) 
 

'I was very impressed. I really like both the level of the 
texts and the level of exploitation of each text. Each text 

is very suitable for Y8 pupils and should grab their 
interest […] I would never have considered using such 
authentic materials with Y8 pupils. It is certainly of the 

quality I have come to expect from ZigZag resources' – I 
Coleman, MFL Teacher and Independent Reviewer 

(French Year 8 Fantasy) 

French 
£39 ZZGP/6174 Y8 Detective  
£59 ZZGP/6113 Y8 Fantasy 
£49 ZZGP/6324 Y8 Gothic  
£49 ZZGP/6321 Y9 Detective  
£59 ZZGP/6194 Y9 Fantasy  
£49 ZZGP/6322 Y9 Gothic  
£44 ZZGP/6305 Y9 History  
£44 ZZGP/6129 Y9 Romance 
Spanish 
£49 ZZGP/6325 Y7 Fantasy  
£44 ZZGP/6293 Y7 Sci-Fi  
£44 ZZGP/6163 Y9 Fantasy  
£44 ZZGP/6176 Y9 Romance  
German 
£39 ZZGP/6175 Y9 Comedy  
£54 ZZGP/6323 Y9 Sci-Fi 

NEW! 
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KS3 French Homeworks 
Great amount of choice – More than 8 
homeworks per week! 
 
With this set of 320 A4 ready-to-use, varied & 
differentiated homeworks, you’ll never again 
be stuck for homework, cover or  
extension! 
 Based on the new KS3 curriculum and 

consultation with KS3 teachers 
 Cross-curricular links included 
 Answers included 

£229  ZZGP/3443 Covers whole KS3 

Not teaching the whole of KS3? 
£109  ZZGP/3438  Year 7 
£99   ZZGP/3439  Year 8 
£79   ZZGP/3440  Year 9 

“I’m really impressed by the 
coverage of this resource… I like the 

exercises where students must correct 
things and find the off one out; it 

requires them to think about their work, 
which is particularly good for G&T…”  

K Lesworth, French Teacher, Independent Reviewer 
 

“An excellent source of homework 
activities to practise and reinforce 
vocabulary and some aspects of 

grammar… Impressed with the range of 
different types of activities… Plenty of 

choice.”  S Powell, MFL Co-ordinator, Independent 
Reviewer 

 
“I like the variety of activities and that 
there are several pages in each topic 

area.  I also particularly like the sections 
on La France and Les pays européens.  

These could be used as cross-curricular 
links with Geography.”  M Wall, Head of 

MFL, Independent Reviewer 

Grammar Activities for KS3 Spanish and German 
Who said learning grammar couldn’t be fun?  
 

21 essential KS3 grammar topics with simple, illustrated one-page explanations, each 
followed by two different, comprehensive worksheets to practise and assess learning.  
 Written specifically for KS3 students, in 

straightforward and accessible language.  
 Fun and fresh activities keep your 

students engaged and on-task. 
 Use the eye-catching, visually stimulating explanation 

sheets as handouts, posters or placemats! 
 Each task includes marks and full answers for use by 

teacher, peer or student – assessment  doesn’t get easier than this! 
Geared towards the new National Curriculum, this original pack will gently 
guide your students through the building blocks of grammar. All worksheets offer 
supported translation practice, preparing your students for the demands of the new 
GCSE. 

£69 ZZGP/6128 German  
£69 ZZGP/6277 Spanish  

‘Fun to read, easy to digest, well thought out and 
more thorough than the traditional textbook’ – S 
Wigglesworth, German Teacher & Ind. Reviewer 

NEW! 
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How to Get an A* in GCSE French 
70 pages of tasks and key advice to support 
gifted and talented students in reaching their 
full potential in GCSE French.  Engaging and 
funny, this student-friendly approach 
encourages independent language 
development, an essential skills for success 
beyond GCSE. 
 
Split into Reading, Listening, Speaking and 
Writing – the clear structure makes the 
information easily available for homeworks, 
class sheets or revision.  Each section 
includes: 
 Specific information & advice for the exam / 

controlled assessment 
 How can I improve my … skills? – invaluable 

practical advice gives pupils important tools for 
independent study 

 Practice makes perfect! – linked tasks put the 
advice in to practice and strengthen students’ skills 

"It is better than other resources because it is more inventive. Buy it." 
C Justome, Head of MFL at Elliot School and ZigZag Customer  

 
“Useful, challenging and versatile…  The register is great for these 

kinds of candidates; it is reassuring and supportive, yet still 
challenges and encourages independence. “  L Timmins, MFL 

Teacher, Ind. Reviewer 

Includes: 
 complete answers 
 every Higher grammar 

point explained 

 
£59  ZZGP/4668 

AQA 

 
£59  ZZGP/4002 

Edexcel 

 
£59  ZZGP/5130 

OCR 

 
£59  ZZGP/5384 

WJEC 

A* Writing Companion for GCSE AQA French 
8 tried-and-tested strategies for boosting students’ 
grades in their Unit 4 writing controlled assessments. 
Accessible techniques that you and your students can 
easily use. Each strategy covers one subtopic of the 
specification.  
 
Carefully thought-out structure for each strategy:  Detailed 
explanation  Practice exercises  Consolidation Mini 
checklist Sample response with exercise  Glossary. 

 
£64  ZZGP/5718 

AQA 

GCSE French 
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SOS: How to get a C in GCSE French  
Self-contained resource supports weaker students without  
taking up valuable class time. Trains your weaker students to get 
that C in GCSE French! Specific language strategies are built up 
through carefully selected tasks. Each strategy is covered in a logi-
cal structure: 

1. Explanation  
2. Warm-up activities  
3. Worked through practice activity to 

build confidence  
4. Exam or controlled assessment style task  

 
 Vocab, task type, grammar and topics all perfectly tailored to the exam! 

 

£39 ZZGP/5153 Writing 
£39 ZZGP/5465 Reading 
£49 ZZGP/5704 Listening 
£59 ZZGP/5942 Speaking 

Edexcel 
 

£39 ZZGP/5182  Writing 
£39 ZZGP/5549 Reading 
£49 ZZGP/5702 Listening 
£59 ZZGP/5943 Speaking 

WJEC 

Plus: Advice to pupils: 
 What’s needed for a C grade? 
 How to prepare 
 Using the CA4 preparation sheet 
 Checking your work 

 

£39 ZZGP/5443 Writing 
£39 ZZGP/5548 Reading 
£49 ZZGP/5626 Listening 
£59 ZZGP/5844 Speaking 

AQA 

Independent Speaking and Listening  
for GCSE AQA French 
 
A unique resource for extensive practice for the tricky 
listening exam and the speaking controlled assessment: 
three audio CDs plus over 100 accompanying worksheets.  
 
Recordings break down every AQA topic into manageable 
chunks. Students simply listen and respond to questions 
using the differentiated worksheets provided – increasing their bank of 
useful phrases, improving their pronunciation and honing their listening 
skills. Perfect preparation for all student abilities! 
 
 Questions in French and English by native French speaker offer excellent 

pronunciation models 
 Example answers in French by a proficient English student provide a bank of 

phrases students can use in their own work 
 Grammar commentary by a French teacher puts grammar in context 

“A brilliant and innovative resource that can be used in many 
different ways. Accessible, easy to use and students can "recycle" the 

language.” – J Ermina, French Teacher and Ind. Reviewer £99  ZZGP/5387 
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Homework Sheets 
Homework sheets covering all the common topic areas on 
the specification.  Each stand-alone homework provides 
carefully structured support to build students’ skills with 
 Warm-up vocabulary exercises;  Reading exercise with 
activities;  Grammar/vocab work in the topic context and 
 Supported writing tasks.  Full answers included for easy 
marking. 
 

 Focus on exam-style tasks throughout develops the specific 
skills, grammar & vocab students need for success 

 Varied and interesting activities to engage students 
 Ready to use – perfect for easy-to-set homeworks or 

cover lessons 

“An insightful reinforcement of the 
AQA GCSE syllabus.  Having 

differentiated resources at hand 
also enables teachers to push pupils 
in a mixed ability GCSE class to the 
best of their ability.”  F Hourigan, 

MFL Teacher, Independent 
Reviewer 

 
“I particularly like this resource 

because it addresses specific 
grammar points … Easy to decide 
which to use.”  H Thompson, HoD 
at Thomas Clarkson Community 

College, ZigZag Customer 
 

“Invaluable!  Ready made 
homework / cover / independent 
work.”  D Durose, HoD at Murray 
Park Community School, ZigZag 

Customer 

 
£69 ZZGP/2956 – 45 Homeworks 

Edexcel 

 
£109 ZZGP/4278 – 84 Homeworks 

AQA 

 
£59 ZZGP/1382  Grammar Homeworks 

All specifications 

Three differentiated 
levels!  

17x Higher 
16x Foundation 
12x Easy Foundation 

GCSE French 
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Differentiated Topical Articles for GCSE 
Supporting 2016 specifications – ready to use now! 

 

Engage and enthuse your GCSE students with this pack of 15 original 
and up-to-date articles based around a range of contemporary issues. 
Differentiated for Foundation, Medium and Higer levels and 
accompanied by structured language activities, these texts will appeal to 
learners of all abilities and make French culture come alive! 
 
Topical issues and modern-day themes make texts relevant and relatable 
All articles linked to topics from new GCSE specifications – the perfect 

supplement to the course! Ready to buy and use now, this is the perfect 
resource to bridge the gap between the specs!   

Three tiers of differentiation – 6 Foundation, 3 Medium and 2 Higher – to 
use at all stages of GCSE course and with all abilities. 

Each text accompanied by vocabulary, comprehension, grammar, 
translation and writing exercises. Plus! Extension activities for those who 
work quickly  

Full answers provided for easy marking and 
teacher-, peer- or self-assessment. 

£59  ZZGP/6192 

Articles include: Les bons plans à paris ; 
Restauration rapide saine; Drame au 
Dropped; Teddy Riner; Fête de la musique; 
Embouteillage; Médecines sans frontières ; 
Concours Eurovision de la chanson; Le 
recyclage chez les grandes marques; Sans 
domicile fixe en France; Un stage à 
l’étranger; La pression du baccalauréat; 
J’adore mon job; Mission humanitaire; 
C’est la rentrée  

'Developing effective reading skills is incredibly important at GCSE and this 
seems to be overlooked by major textbooks who seem to focus more on 

speaking and writing tasks. I think the difficulty level of the resource is pretty 
spot on. I liked the variety in terms of comprehension tasks for each text. 

Including translation tasks is essential for the new GCSE specs and these were 
done well. The topics covered were both relevant and interesting.'– I Coleman, 

French Teacher and Examiner and Independent Reviewer  

NEW! 
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Revision Guides for AQA, Edexcel and WJEC Reading 
Photocopiable: hand out to every student to give 
them structured revision and the best 
opportunity to do well in their exams. For each 
topic: 
1. Key vocab from the specification, with an exercise 
2. A linked grammar point explained with  

examples and exercises 
3. Exam-style reading comprehension tasks 
4. Answers to vocab, grammar and exam-style 

exercises 
 
 Includes every topic, in the same order as the spec 
 Use throughout the course for topic-based 

revision or at the end for exam preparation 
 Variety of exam-style exercises to fully 

prepare students for all eventualities 

 
£79  ZZGP/4580  Higher 
£79  ZZGP/4425  Foundation 
£149  ZZGP/5372 Both 

Edexcel 

 
£79  ZZGP/4578  Higher 
£79  ZZGP/4577  Foundation 
£149 ZZGP/5371 Both 

AQA 

 
£79  ZZGP/5714 Higher 

WJEC 

Topical Articles 
for Gifted & Talented 
15 interesting, up-to-date articles, many linked 
to French culture, e.g. video games, birthday 
parties and sports; famous people, festivals and 
monuments.  Range of texts from 150 to 350 
words long, including postcards, forum posts 
and interviews. 
 
A series of activities accompanies each text to ensure students get the most 
out of what they read: ‘find the vocab’ and comprehension questions, 
linked grammar exercises and writing tasks.  Plus extension questions in the 
target language, and an opportunity to set targets to use newly learnt 
words and phrases in their own writing. 
 
 Great as ready-made cover or homework  Ideal for extension 
 Perfect for independent learning  Answers included 

“Interesting, relevant, up-to-date and helps students become more independent…  .”  
C Woodward, Head of MFL, Independent Reviewer 

 
“I love the extension activities. The content is perfect for GCSE students. It's very 

interesting. I like the pictures too.”  N Bourguilleau, MFL 
Lecturer, native speaker and Independent Reviewer £69  ZZGP/4426  Vol 1 

£69  ZZGP/4941  Vol 2 

GCSE French 
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Structured Cover Lessons 
13 lessons covering every topic on the GCSE  
specification – so you’ll always have a cover lesson 
on content students are currently studying  
 
Fully stand-alone structured tasks with clear pro-
gression from one task to the next:  Vocab,  Reading,  Writing, 
 Creative task. With extension “challenges” throughout to ensure 
even the quickest students have enough work to keep them busy for 
the whole lesson. 
 

Separate Foundation and Higher worksheets so you 
can select the most appropriate tasks for your class. 

 
 Clear instructions for students 
 Fully stand-alone – no need for a specialist 

teacher 
 Includes answers for easy peer- or self-marking 

 
£59  ZZGP/4938 

AQA 

“Ticks all the boxes for a busy MFL department!” K Wright, MFL 
Teacher & Independent Reviewer 

 
“Excellent - lots of real, practical activities which support and extend 

students, and do so even when there may be no specialist teacher 
present.” H Dickinson, HoD and ZigZag Customer 

 
£59  ZZGP/5087 

WJEC 

150 Revision Podcasts 2nd Edition 
150 original French texts, recorded by a native 
speaker, with spoken questions and answers on 
separate  
tracks, to improve listening skill and confidence. 
 
 All new specification GCSE topics covered 
 In MP3 format for iPods for independent study  
 On audio CD for listening practice in class 
 3 differentiated levels 
 
New to the 2nd Ed: 
Write-on worksheets to 
use in class 

£150+VAT  ZZGP/2873 

“Excellent 
value for 

money and 
very 

appealing to 
students.”  

H Dickinson, 
HoD, 

Independent 
Reviewer 

Listen to samples online: 
zzed.uk/frenchpodcast3 

 
£59  ZZGP/2555 

Edexcel 
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Differentiated Exam Practice 
50 differentiated French comprehension texts & exercises exactly  
matching the new specifications. 
 
All topics covered with 5 different exercises: 
 2 for Foundation 
 2 for Higher  
 1 for Gifted & Talented 

“I found it an excellent resource, easy to use or suitable for 
independent revision.  My pupils loved it.  I particularly like this 

resource because it included transcripts & translation.  It is 
better than other resources because it is 

differentiated.“  C Kerchington, HoD, ZigZag 
Customer 

 
"A great resource, bravo!" M Lawrance, French 

Teacher, Independent Reviewer 
 

"Interprets the specification very effectively.  
The topics covered match the content of the 

exam board." P Goring, French Teacher, 
Independent Reviewer 

 
"The author has done a thorough job." 

C Walles, French Teacher, Independent 
Reviewer 

 
"Better than other resources because it is more 

up to date." T Anderson, HoD, ZigZag 
Customer 

 
“I would highly recommend it.”  D Wells, ZigZag Customer 

 
£79  ZZGP/3816  Edexcel Reading 
£99  ZZGP/4843  Edexcel Listening 

Edexcel 

 
£79  ZZGP/4424  WJEC Reading 
£99  ZZGP/4844  WJEC Listening 

WJEC 

 
£79  ZZGP/3334  AQA Reading 
£99  ZZGP/4499  AQA Listening 

AQA 

 Matches exam style questions 
 Relevant & interesting texts to keep your students’ interest 
 Use during the course as end-of-topic test/ homework 
 Answers to all exercises for easy marking 

GCSE French 
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Practice Exam Papers 
12 practice papers for each of GCSE French AQA,  
Edexcel and OCR.  3 Reading and 3 Listening for 
both Foundation and Higher.  Covers every topic 
in the new spec.  Everything you need: 
 
 Answers and mark schemes 
 Audio CD and transcripts 
 Write-on papers look like 

the real exam 

 
£69  ZZGP/4209 OCR Reading 
£89  ZZGP/4210 OCR Listening 
£139  ZZGP/4211 Both 

“Completely in line with the real exam.”  
S Hinchlitt, Head of French, ZigZag 

Customer 
 

“I would be very happy to recommend this 
resource to any colleague.”  I Sampson, 

HoD, ZigZag Customer 
 

"An excellent set of practice papers that are 
very similar to the specimen papers for the 

new specification.”  R Hibbert, French 
Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
"A fantastic resource that will be invaluable 

in the next couple of years."  
C Brockenbrow, French Teacher at 

Ponteland High School, Independent 
Reviewer 

 
"A very good addition to any MFL 

department’s stock of resources in French.  
All topics are covered, the texts are up to 

date and relevant.”  P Goring, French 
Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
"An excellent resource to prepare students 
for the GCSE listening and reading papers, 
to practise vocab and techniques."  L Jaillet, 

French Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
£69  ZZGP/3817 AQA Reading 
£89  ZZGP/3819 AQA Listening 
£139  ZZGP/3820 Both 

AQA 

OCR 

 
£69  ZZGP/3825 Edexcel Reading 
£89  ZZGP/3826 Edexcel Listening 
£139  ZZGP/3827 Both 

Edexcel 

 
£69  ZZGP/5254  WJEC Reading 
£89  ZZGP/5253 WJEC Listening 
£139  ZZGP/5255 Both 

WJEC 
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Practice Exam Papers 
3 practice papers for 
each unit, covering all 
4 skills: speaking, 
listening, reading and 
writing. 
 
Everything you need: 
 Write-on papers 

which look like the 
real exam  

 Audio CD and 
Transcripts of 
listening exercises 

 Answers and mark 
schemes 

 
£99  ZZGP/2790  OCR Units 1+2 
£99  ZZGP/3343  OCR Units 3+4 

OCR 

 
£99  ZZGP/2788  AQA Units 1+2 
£99  ZZGP/3342  AQA Units 3+4 

AQA 

 
£99  ZZGP/2789  Edexcel Unit 1+2 
£69  ZZGP/3344  Edexcel Unit 3+4 

Edexcel 

'Complements the course well and 
it is truthful to the current model of 

examination. I appreciate the 
authenticity and 

contextualisation of the texts 
and questions.’ 

M Nichols, MFL Teacher and 
Independent Reviewer  

 
“Best value for money!  You get 
everything in one pack: discs, mark 

schemes etc.”  C Fourey-Jones, 
Head of French, ZigZag Customer 

 
“Excellent – perfectly matches the 
specification & provides a range of 

stimulus material.”  I Sampson, 
Head of MFL, ZigZag Customer 

 
“I could wholeheartedly 

recommend this resource.”  
J Williams, Head of MFL, ZigZag 

Customer 

 
£59  ZZGP/6094  WJEC Unit 2 

WJEC 

NEW! 

A Level French 
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Topical Articles with Exercises  
for AS and A2 French 
 

A series of up-to-date articles based around the latest events in 
French-speaking countries, each one accompanied by a range of 
activities. Written by native speakers, these authentic texts will 
stretch your students while testing the skills needed for AS and A2 in 
a modern-day context. 
 
 Topical and often challenging issues make texts relevant and 

thought-provoking, offering ample opportunity for debate. 
 All articles based on topics from the AS and A2 specifications  
 Each text accompanied by vocabulary, comprehension, language, 

translation, writing and discussion exercises – all matched to AS 
and A2 level.   

 Full answers provided for 
easy teacher-, peer- or 
self-marking. 

 
Hot off the press! 
The brand-new AS Volume 4 
is based on topics from the 
new 2016 specifications – the perfect resource to bridge the gap 
between the specs! Start using now, keep for next academic year! 
Ar cles include une histoire de jupe, être ou ne pas être Charlie 
Hebdo, and controverse au festival de Cannes 

£39  ZZGP/4839  AS Volume 1 4th Ed 

£39  ZZGP/4840  AS Volume 2 4th Ed 

£39  ZZGP/5708  AS Volume 3  

£54  ZZGP/6112  AS Volume 4  

'The resource uses modern language which 
is relevant to young people. I particularly 
liked the variety of topics (celebrities, the 
world of work, education, current affairs, 

etc.) and the fact that the articles cover up-
to-date news.' – F Levett, French Teacher 

and Independent Reviewer 

£39  ZZGP/4841  A2 Volume 1 4th Ed 

£39  ZZGP/4842  A2 Volume 2 4th Ed 

£39  ZZGP/5707  A2 Volume 3 

AS 

A2 

“I think that this is a good & very useful 
resource for teachers who often lack time 

to find extra and up-to-date reading 
texts.”  K Harrington, Head of MFL, 

Independent Reviewer 

NEW! 
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Exam Practice: Listening & Reading 
Comprehensive practice for the listening and 
reading element of the AS and A2 French 
exams .  Specially written texts (recorded by 
native speakers for the listening resources) 
with exam-style questions, extension exercises 
and answers. 
 
 Full coverage of the specification – texts for 

every topic and question type, pitched at 
the right level 

 Engages students and gives ideas for 
speaking and writing 

 
£99  ZZGP/4845  AS Listening 48 texts 

£59  ZZGP/5706  AS Reading 24 texts 
£59  ZZGP/5680  A2 Listening 18 texts 

£49  ZZGP/5715  A2 Reading 18 texts 

AQA 

 
£99  ZZGP/4846  AS Listening 47 texts 

£59  ZZGP/5716  AS Reading 27 texts 

Edexcel 

 
£99  ZZGP/4847  AS Listening 44 texts 

£59  ZZGP/5679  A2 Listening 16 texts 

£59  ZZGP/5717  AS Reading 20 texts 

£59  ZZGP/5786  A2 Reading 16 texts 

WJEC 

"An excellent resource. 
Looks and feels like the actual 
exam. Wide range of up-to-date topics 

which supplement the Edexcel AS 
French course book in a refreshing way. 
The resource feels like it was written 

by the examiner.” R Vogt, MFL 
Teacher and Independent Reviewer 

 
“I can’t think of a resource which 

matches the specification better than 
this!  The level is spot on and the 

exercises are identical to those in the 
exam both in terms of style and 

difficulty.  I love the fact that all of the 
texts have obviously been carefully 
chosen as they are not only topic-
related, but interesting and will 
engage students.”  G Smith, French 

Tutor 
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Practice Exercises for Translation Skills 
 
A series of interesting, exam-style texts to translate 
from French to English, covering topics from the 
relevant specification.  Focused grammar exercises to 
familiarise students with the French text and give 
essential grammar practice.   
 
AQA: 
  Perfect practice for AQA A2 Unit 3 Translation. 
  Each text includes example full translation and 

detailed 20-point marking grid for the teacher’s 
reference or for students to self- or peer-mark. 

  Grammar index to find an exercise for the 
grammar point you want to test.  Full grammar 
answers also included. 

 
Edexcel: 
  Meets the requirements of Edexcel A2 Unit 4  

Section A (translation) & follows the Edexcel topic list 
  Each text includes an example full translation and  

a detailed 30-point marking grid.  These can be used for the teacher’s reference 
or for students to self- or peer-mark. 

  Grammar answers also included. 
 
WJEC: 
  Meets the requirements of WJEC A2 Unit 4  

Question 3 (translation) and follows the A Level WJEC topic list 
  Each text includes an example full translation broken 

down into 15 points.  These can be used for the 
teacher’s reference or for students to self- or peer-mark. 

  Grammar answers also included. 

"Essential for revision and AfL… Finding translations (with 
answers & mark schemes) outside the textbook is difficult and 
time-consuming.  This takes away the hassle and also works 

nicely for peer assessment with the marking grid with is not in 
other resources.”  R Souter, Head of MFL, ZigZag Customer 

 
£99  ZZGP/3812 

AQA 

 
£99  ZZGP/3794 

Edexcel 

 
£99  ZZGP/4838 

WJEC 

Practice Exercises for Translation Skills in French 
(English to French) endorsed by Edexcel for use with 

the Edexcel A Level French specification (9FR01) 
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Les Faux Amis Translation Supplement 
Stop your students wasting valuable translation marks on 
‘faux amis’ with this workbook, targeting the 100 most 
common 'faux amis’ at A Level.  Full definitions in both 
languages, short translation activities and learning activi-
ties to reinforce vocabulary. Full answers. 
 
 Vocab also presented in a cut-outable card format for 

games/learning exercises. 
“This is one of the best resources that I have seen…  A 

versatile resource which would be ideal with helping A level 
students to improve their comprehension and translation 

skills in a detailed way.”  B Dawson, French tutor & 
Independent Reviewer  

Controversial Debate Topics  
for A Level French 
Introduce your students to 20 of the most controversial and  
divisive issues facing French society today. For use with current  
and new specs, this comprehensive pack of self-contained 
worksheets provides essential vocabulary, key facts and up-to-date 
information while encouraging in-depth analysis. Students will learn to 
effectively argue any standpoint – perfect for building exam skills! 
 Broad topic coverage gives students the all-round knowledge 

and tools needed to discuss a variety of issues – including 
those likely to come up in exams! 

 Reading, writing, listening, speaking and translation activities 
provide continued language practice while enhancing 
understanding of French culture, issues and attitudes.  

 Plus! Links to audiovisual material provide access to authentic 
sources and support a variety of language styles. 

 
Whether in class or at home, these versatile worksheets will be useful at any 
point in both the 
current and new  
A Level courses.  

£89  ZZGP/6331 

Topics include: La peine de mort ; Tout dire ; L’euthanasie ; La manipu-
lation génétique ; La dépénalisation du cannabis ; Le clonage ; L’expéri-
mentation sur les animaux ; Les OGM ; Les réseaux sociaux ; L’adoption 
homoparentale ; Le nucléaire ; Les énergies renouvelables ; La laïcité ; 

L’immigration ; L’Union européenne ; Les allocations ; Santé et enseigne-
ment gratuits ; La sécurité ; L’aide internationale ; Les partis extrêmes 

£34  ZZGP/4792 

NEW! 
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Grammar Reinforcement:  
Extension Exercises 
Additional exercises for every  
grammar point on the AS 
and A2 lists.  With answers. 

£59  ZZGP/3170 

Differentiation: Supplement for 
A Grade Students 
20 pages of additional content,  
designed to stretch AS students 
aiming for an A. 

£20  ZZGP/4325 All specifications 

Study Leave Workbook 
50-page write-on revision workbook 
designed for use in the final two weeks 
before the exam. 
 Personalised workbook with answers – 

ideal for independent use 
 Covers all four skills 
 Matches the topics, level and question 

style of the AS Edexcel French exams 

 
£44  ZZGP/5139 

Edexcel 

Revision Guides 
Excellent revision guides with great structure.  For each topic:  
 an original text with  exam-style vocab and comprehension 
questions,  linked grammar explanations and exercises,  speaking 
and writing tasks, and  a vocab list for reference. 
 Every topic, in the order of the 

specification 
 Every grammar point explained with 

examples 
 Hints & answers for students to assess 

their own work 
 
£89  ZZGP/4323  AS 
£59  ZZGP/4324  A2 

AQA 

“Students get a lot out of it for 
grammar, vocabulary and 
reading tips.”  S Le Galleze, 

HoD, Ind. Reviewer 

 
£69  ZZGP/4351  AS 
£69  ZZGP/4936  A2 

Edexcel 

 
£89  ZZGP/5273 A2  

WJEC 
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Question 9 Grammar: AQA Exam Practice Bank 
340 exam-style grammar gap-fill questions to practise Question 9 of 
the AS AQA French Exam: 
 20 questions for each of the 12 AS exam topics – presented in  

specification order to give students plenty of exam practice  
that matches the topic and vocabulary that they are studying 

 10 questions each on 5 key grammar points (adjectives, irregular 
verbs, subjunctive and indicative forms, conditional sentences 
and modal  
verbs) that students find 
difficult 

 5 tests which exactly 
mimic the real exam 

 Grammar grid shows the grammar covered 
by each test so you can easily find 
questions that match what you are teaching. 

 Marking grids for easy marking or 
independent learning. 

 Improves overall accuracy in students’ 
written work. £39  ZZGP/5552  

Q4 Grammar Gap Fills for WJEC AS French 
 
30 exam-style grammar gap-fill texts to 
practise Question 4 of the AS WJEC French 
exam. Perfectly matched to the WJEC AS 
topics, vocabulary and grammar: 
 20 texts – 2 for each of the 10 AS exam 

topics – presented in specification order 
to give students  
plenty of exam practice 

 5 texts on key grammar points (one each on  
pronouns; modals; subjunctive and conditional; 
irregular verbs; adjectives) that students find difficult  

 5 texts which exactly 
mimic the real exam.  

Plus! A bonus 7 texts 
for extra practice! 

 Grammar grid shows the grammar covered 
by each test so you can easily find 
questions that match what you are teaching. 

 Marking grids for easy marking or 
independent learning. 

 Improves overall accuracy in students’ 
written work. £44  ZZGP/5925 

NEW! 
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Structured Essay Support  
A series of ‘masterclass’ worksheets on common problem areas in A 
Level French essay writing.  Practical exercises and relevant examples 
in the  context of possible exam questions throughout – improving 
final exam performance! 
 Applied exercises to develop skills – not just vocab lists! 
 Covers the research-based, discursive and creative essays.  Special 

sections on the requirements of the Edexcel mark scheme for 
each. 

 Example student essays with examiners’ com-
ments and ‘how to improve’ tasks.  

£59  ZZGP/5625 AS 
£59  ZZGP/4937 A2 “An extremely useful resource. Will save our 

department a lot of time and help us prepare our 
students well for the exam.”  Dr N Macdonald, Head 

of Department and ZigZag Customer  

Edexcel 

 
£59  ZZGP/5624 AS 
AQA 

Structured Speaking Support  
15 masterclass worksheets take students through essential  
techniques to increase their grade in the AS AQA Speaking  
exam. Practical exercises and relevant examples using  
exam-style questions throughout – improving final exam performance!  
 
Worksheets cover: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Student-friendly, step-by-step approach – breaks the intimidating oral 

exam into manageable strategies 
 Example answers recorded by native speakers 
 All worksheets focus on areas directly relevant to 

the exam 

1. How to use preparation time 
2. How to deal with the question “De quoi s’agit-

il?” on the stimulus card 
3. Show off your grammar 
4. Using tenses correctly 
5. Poor and excellent performance for the stimu-

lus card 
6. Useful language for the follow-up questions 

on the stimulus card and the conversation 
7. Manipulating language 

8. Using synonyms and antonyms 
9. PEE to answer in more depth 
10. Expressing opinions 
11. Common errors (Anglicisms, False friends, 

Grammar) 
12. The subjunctive in speaking 
13. Poor and excellent performance in the  

conversation 
14. Conversation fillers 
15. Pronunciation 

  

 
£69  ZZGP/5798 AS 

AQA 
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Getting to Know...  La Haine 

 Special sections on: the main characters, key 
scenes, life in the ‘banlieues’, the riots, the role 
of the gun, the image of the police, ‘Verlan’ 

 Exam-style essay and oral questions provide 
perfect exam preparation 

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Guided Studies Options WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

“I am very impressed!”   
C Wade, Teacher, 

Reviewer 
 

"Excellent value for 
money and it saved me a 
lot of time!" – A Winter, 

MFL Teacher 

Getting to Know...   
Les 400 coups 
 
The structure offers the perfect balance between 
guided classwork and independent study: 
 Before: Introductory tasks covering the director and  

his influences, socio-historic context, and New Wave  
ideas and techniques give students a solid foundation for 
their study. Includes vocabulary and research activities. 

 During: The comprehensive scene-by-scene descriptions 
and discussion points ensure thorough understanding. 
Students will consolidate their knowledge of the film while analysing 
the themes and techniques. Activities include: comprehension, 
translation, grammar, role play and writing.  

 After: Exam tips, essay planning guidance, and oral and essay 
questions help students to apply what they have learnt.  
 Includes special section on revision of key themes and events 

£89  ZZGP/6111   

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Oral Exposé  WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

£69  ZZGP/4423   

'Excellent, varied, exercises are well thought out and 
diversified' – C Gaumet-Ducros, HoD and 

Independent Reviewer 

NEW! 
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Getting to Know... Intouchables 

Students will get to know Intouchables inside out and be 
well prepared for the speaking and writing exams. 
 

 Before: introductory tasks prepare students – focus 
on vocabulary, research, context and characters. 

 During: scene-by-scene work-through ensures 
thorough understanding and supports students’ 
interpretation. Activities include comprehension, 
translation, grammar and reflection questions. 
 Also includes special section on analysis of 

themes. 
 After: exam-style oral and essay 

questions for students to apply 
what they have learnt. Exam tips 
and advice help to perfect exam 
technique.   

 Includes Student and Teacher Booklets 
£69 ZZGP/5785 

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Oral Exposé  WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

“An excellent resource 
which makes me very 
excited about teaching 
this topic to Year 13.” – 

N Backus, French 
Teacher and 

Independent Reviewer 

Getting to Know...  
Au revoir les enfants 

Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, background 
information and practice exam questions ensure a 
full understanding of this popular film.  
 
Logical structure offers the perfect balance between guided class work and 
independent research: 
 Before: introductory tasks prepare students – initial vocabulary 

activities and research tasks on the context, real-life characters and Louis 
Malle 

 During: worksheets, research tasks and detailed analysis of key 
scenes support students’ interpretation of the film 

 After: exam-style oral and essay questions for students to apply what 
they have learnt. A model plan and 
essay prompt discussion of 
successful answers. 

£59 ZZGP/5541 

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Guided Studies Options WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 
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Getting to Know… L’Étranger 
 Chapter-by-chapter analysis, with special sections on: 

the structure of the novel; the role of the narrator, the 
sun and women; themes of justice, religion and love; 
Algerian society; analysis of the title. 

 Activities include: comprehension 
questions, character profiles, 
translation, grammar and language.   

 Exam-style essay and oral questions 
provide perfect exam preparation. 

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Guided Studies Options 
 

CCEA  Literature 

WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

Getting to Know… Candide 
 Before: Introductory tasks prepare students – 

introduction to Voltaire, grammar and vocabulary exercises, 
research tasks into contemporary figures and events. 

 During: Chapter-by-chapter analysis with activities 
 After: Consolidation with special 

sections on: Voltaire’s style, the use 
of irony & humour. Exam-style 
essay questions provide perfect 
exam preparation. 

£89 ZZGP/5709  

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay Edexcel 
AQA 

Getting to Know… Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt 
Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, background 
information and practice exam questions.  Students 
will be fully clued-up on three of Schmitt’s short stories 
(Odette Toulemonde, Le plus beau livre du monde and 
Le faux) in preparation for the speaking and writing 
exams.   
 For each short story:  
 a ‘before’ section introducing the 

context and key ideas  
 a detailed walk-through of the text 

 Special analysis section draws the three 
texts together, helping students to 
interpret the stories and make links 
between them. 

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics AQA 

£69 ZZGP/5907 

Also available for IB! 
£89 ZZGP/5357 
£89 ZZGP/6136 IB 
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Getting to Know... Mai ‘68 
 Complex period broken up into 6 easy-to-

teach sections: les origines de mai ‘68, les 
évènements de mai ‘68, la phase étudiante,  
la phase sociale, la phase politique, l’impact de mai ‘68  

 Plus! Authentic sources (newspapers and speeches) give 
students insight into contemporary opinions 

Getting to Know... Brittany 
 Covers transport, agriculture, fishing, the importance of 

the sea, tourism, local culture, population, energy and 
environmental issues 

 As well as research tasks, there is a variety of other 
activities including reading comprehension, vocab 
match-up, gap fill and listening 

£49  ZZGP/3714 

Getting to Know...  
La France sous l’occupation 
A study of France under German occupation during WWII 
 Special sections on: timeline of events, the choice 

between collaboration and resistance, the roles of Pétain 
and De Gaulle, the Vichy government, and daily life at the 
time 

 With photographs, posters, speeches, news reports, and 
suggested links for further research £69  ZZGP/4504 

“Excellent. 
One of the 

best 
resources I 
have ever 
reviewed.”  

R Vogt, HoD 

Both useful for: 
 

 
 
 
 

CCEA   

Edexcel 
AQA 

£59  ZZGP/5540 

Getting to Know… Les Choristes 
Getting to Know… Amélie 
Getting to Know… M Batignole 
Getting to Know… Les mains sales 
Getting to Know… Provence-Alpes-Cote-d’Azure 

More Getting to Know… resources available now  
£64  ZZGP/4277 
£59  ZZGP/3713 
£64  ZZGP/5542 
£59  ZZGP/5312 
£69  ZZGP/4983 

 View full inspection copies at zzed.uk/ZZGP 
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How to Get an A* in GCSE German 
70 pages of tasks and key advice to support G&T students in 
reaching their full potential in GCSE German. Engaging and funny, 
this student-friendly approach encourages independent language 
development, an essential skills for success beyond GCSE. 
 
Split into Reading, Listening, Speaking & Writing – the clear 
structure makes the information easily to use for homeworks, classwork or revision.  
For each section: 
 Specific information & advice for the  

exam / controlled assessment 
 How can I improve my … skills? – invaluable 

practical advice gives pupils important tools for 
independent study 

 Practice makes perfect! – linked tasks 
put the advice in to practice and 
strengthen students’ skills 

Includes: 
 complete answers 
 every Higher grammar 

point explained 

SOS: How to Get a C in GCSE German 
Trains your weaker students to get that C in GCSE German! 
Specific language strategies are built up through carefully 
selected tasks. 
 Vocab, task type, grammar and topics all 

perfectly tailored to the exam! 
 Self-contained resource supports weaker  

students without taking up valuable class time 

£59  ZZGP/4414  Edexcel Edexcel 
£59  ZZGP/4664  AQA AQA 

 

£49  ZZGP/5138 Listening 
£39  ZZGP/5546 Writing 

AQA 

 

£39  ZZGP/4415 Reading 
£44  ZZGP/5550 Writing 

Edexcel 

“It follows the scheme of work and the exam board’s 
structure to enable pupils to have the best chance of 
doing well. It fits the C grade perfectly” – F Compton, 

MFL Teacher and Independent Reviewer 

A–Z of German Reading Texts for GCSE 
26 engaging and accessible texts on contemporary German culture and society.  For 
each text  comprehension activities offer excellent reading practice and  thought-
fully designed pre- and post-reading suggestions develop writing and speaking skills 
by encouraging students to manipulate the source text as a basis for their work. 
 Ready to use, stand-alone texts which save time and are perfect for  cover lessons 
 Contains full answers for easy marking 
 Online further reading suggestions give opportunities for extension 

£49  ZZGP/5140 “A fantastic, up-to-date resource that is immediately 
accessible and very easy to use.”  L Carter, Principal 

Teacher of Languages & Ind. Reviewer 
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Homework Worksheets 
45 Structured homeworks for German reading and writing.  Tasks 
include: a text to read; comprehension, vocab and grammar 
exercises; and independent writing tasks.  Self-contained activities: 
ideal for homework and cover. 
 
 Ready to use – just photocopy and 

hand out! 
 Enough homeworks for a whole year! 
 
 All answers included 
 Separate Higher and Foundation homeworks 
 Homeworks for 

every topic on the 
AQA specification 

“This resource is of high quality, it reinforces learning in the 
classroom and gives candidates a solid base to be able to 

complete their controlled assessments, giving lots of 
vocabulary and structures.”  C Humphries, MFL Teacher, 

Independent Reviewer 
 

“It's also easy to see progression and will help to support 
class work on the topics.”  A Risdale, Head of German, 

Independent Reviewer 

 
£69  ZZGP/4502 

AQA 

Three differentiated 
levels!  

17x Higher 
17x Foundation 
11x Easy Foundation  

Structured Cover Lessons 
13 lessons covering every topic on the GCSE specifications – so you’ll  
always have a cover lesson on content students are currently 
studying.  
 
Fully stand-alone structured tasks with clear progression from one 
task to the next:  Vocab,  Reading,  Writing, Creative task. 
With extension “challenges” throughout to ensure even the quickest 
students have enough work to keep them busy for the whole lesson. 

 
Separate Foundation and Higher worksheets 
so you can select the most appropriate tasks 
for your class. 

 
 

 
£59  ZZGP/5325 AQA 

 
£59  ZZGP/5373 Edexcel 

AQA 

Edexcel  Clear instructions for students 
 Fully stand-alone – no need for a specialist teacher 
 Includes answers for easy peer- or self-marking 
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Topical Articles for Gifted & Talented 
 
15 interesting, up-to-date articles, many linked to German 
culture, e.g. video games, birthday parties and sports;  
famous people, festivals and monuments.  Range of texts 
from 150 to 350 words long, including postcards, forum 
posts and interviews. 
 
A series of activities accompanies each text to ensure 
students get the most out of what they read: vocabulary and 
comprehension questions, linked grammar 
exercises and writing tasks. Plus extension 
exercises for speaking or writing in the target 
language. 
 
 Great as ready-made cover or homework 
 Perfect for independent learning 
 Answers included 

£69 ZZGP/4501  Vol 1 
£69 ZZGP/5545 Vol 2 

"Excellent resource for higher 
achievers at GCSE level."  

C Humphries, German Teacher, 
Independent Reviewer 

Differentiated Topical Articles for GCSE 
Supporting 2016 specifications – ready to use now! 

 

Engage and enthuse your GCSE students with this pack of 15 original 
and up-to-date articles based around a range of contemporary issues. 
Differentiated for Foundation, Medium and Higher levels and 
accompanied by structured language activities, these texts will appeal to 
learners of all abilities and make German culture come alive! 
Topical issues and modern-day themes make texts relevant and relatable 
All articles linked to topics from new GCSE specifications – the perfect 

supplement to the course! Ready to buy and use now, this is the perfect 
resource to bridge the gap between the specs!   

Three tiers of differentiation – 6 Foundation, 3 Medium and 2 Higher – to 
use at all stages of GCSE course and with all abilities. 

Each text accompanied by vocabulary, comprehension, grammar, 
translation and writing exercises. Plus! Extension activities for those who 
work quickly  

Full answers provided for easy 
marking and teacher-, peer- or self-
assessment. 

£59  ZZGP/6276 

Articles include: Was macht einen guten Freund 
aus?; Ehen und Partnerschaften in Deutschland; 
Die Vor- und Nachteile von sozialen Medien; 
Chaos im Lokal; Das Oktoberfest; Urlaub in Bella 
Italia; Die ungesunden Deutschen; Mülltrennung 
in Deutschland; Obdachlosigkeit und Armut; Die 
Olympischen Spiele; Das deutsche Schulsystem; 
Schüleraustausch mit England; Man lernt nie aus: 
Schulpflicht in Deutschland; Was soll ich nach der 
Schule machen?; Beruf Bankkaufmann 

NEW! 
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Hörenswert: Listening Activities for GCSE German  
Over 80 activities based on 24 recordings covering contemporary 
and engaging topics: Family and Friends, Healthy Living, Teenage 
Problems, Modern Media, School, Work Experience, Education and 
Work: Future Plans,  The Relevance of Modern Foreign Language 
Learning, Berlin, Recycling in Germany, TV in Germany and German 
Festivals.  
 
Brilliant learning structure to support and engage 
students who find listening a challenge: 
 Extensive pre-listening activities prepare 

students and build their confidence 
 Monologue listening activity provides a chance 

to ‘tune in’ 
 Dialogue listening activity practises listening 

skills in a natural context 
 Post-listening writing or speaking activities 

consolidate learning and build on the topic 
 
Written by an experienced teacher who is also a native 
speaker, the activities are designed for use in class, 
cutting teacher preparation time and giving valuable 
listening support. 

Revision Podcasts for GCSE German 
148 original German texts, recorded by native speakers, with spoken 
questions & answers on separate tracks, to improve listening skill & 
confidence. 
 All GCSE topics covered 
 In mp3 format for iPods for independent study  
 On audio CD for listening practice in class 
 3 differentiated learning levels 
 Accompanying write-on worksheets  

 
An outstanding resource that encompasses the full 
GCSE course – the essential listening tool for all 
GCSE students! 

£150+VAT  ZZGP/5551 

£89  ZZGP/5462 
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Differentiated Exam Practice 
50 differentiated German reading or listening comprehension texts & 
exercises exactly matching the new GCSE specifications. 
 

All topics covered with 5 different exercises: 
 2 for Foundation – matching pictures to vocabulary  

& vocabulary to meanings 
 2 for Higher – texts with multiple choice questions & 

comprehension questions in English 
 1 for Gifted & Talented – texts with questions in 

German 

 Matches exam style questions 
 Relevant & interesting texts to keep your students’ interest 
 Use during the course as end-of-topic test/ homework 
 Answers to all exercises for easy marking 

“Yet another excellent resource!  The 
differentiated layout would be 

suitable for my mixed ability class.”  
A Ridsdale, Head of German, 

Independent Reviewer 
 

“ Excellent, great for extra exam 
support.” R Hayman, Customer 

 

£79    ZZGP/3853 AQA Reading 
£99    ZZGP/5185 AQA Listening 

AQA 

Practice Exam Papers 
6 practice papers for GCSE AQA German 
Reading.  3 for Foundation and 3 for Higher.  
Covers every topic in the new spec. 
 

Everything you need: 
 Answers and mark schemes 
 Write-on papers look  

like the real exam 
“A good resource which is largely very faithful to the 
exam specification and to the format of AQA's exam 

papers.”  F McEwan, MFL Teacher, Ind. Reviewer 

 
£69  ZZGP/4662 Reading 
£89  ZZGP/5267 Listening 
£139  ZZGP/5268 Both 

AQA 

 
£79  ZZGP/5251 Edexcel Reading 

Edexcel 
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Topical Articles with Exercises  
for AS and A2 German 
 

A series of up-to-date articles based around the latest events in 
German-speaking countries, each one accompanied by a range of 
activities. Written by native speakers, these authentic texts will 
stretch your students while testing the skills needed for AS and A2 in 
a modern-day context. 
 
 Topical and often challenging issues 

make texts relevant and thought-
provoking, offering ample opportunity 
for debate. 

 All articles based on topics from the AS 
and A2 specifications  

 Each text accompanied by vocabulary, 
comprehension, language, translation, 
writing and discussion exercises – all 
matched to AS and A2 level.   

 Full answers provided for easy teacher-, 
peer- or self-marking. 

 
Hot off the press! 
The brand-new AS Volume 2 is based on topics from the new 2016 
specifications – the perfect resource to bridge the gap between the 
specs! Start using now, keep for next academic year! Ar cles include 
ALDI – ein deutscher Supermarkt mit Geschichte, Conchita Wurst – ein 
Symbol für Menschen and Weihnachtsmärkte in Deutschland 

£54  ZZGP/5118  AS 
£54  ZZGP/6199  AS Vol 2 

“It addresses exactly the topics which are 
covered by the exam boards, e.g. environment, 
culture, multicultural society. It also addresses 
grammar points and is the right level which 

helps to students to practice and move 
forward their language skills.”  A Tatam-

Reitmeier, German Teacher, Independent 
Reviewer 

£54  ZZGP/4944  A2 

AS 

A2 

NEW! 
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Question 9 Grammar: Exam Practice Bank 
340 exam-style grammar gap-fill questions to  
practise Question 9 of the AS AQA German Exam: 
 20 questions for each of the 12 AS exam topics – 

presented in specification order to give students 
plenty of exam practice that matches the topic 
and vocabulary that they are studying 

 10 questions each on 5 key grammar points (adjectives, 
irregular verbs, subjunctive and conditional clauses, separable verbs and 
modals) that students find difficult 

 5 tests which exactly mimic the real exam 

 
£34  ZZGP/4959 

AQA 

 Grammar grid shows the grammar covered by each test 
so you can easily find questions that match what you are 
teaching. 

 Marking grids for easy marking or independent learning. 
 Improves overall accuracy in students’ written work. 

Structured Essay Support for AS AQA German 
A series of 18 ‘masterclass’ worksheets on common problem areas in 
essay writing.  Practical exercises and relevant examples in the context of 
possible exam questions throughout – improving final exam 
performance!  Worksheets cover: 

 
Applied exercises to develop skills – not just vocab lists! 
Example student essays with comments 
Develops writing skills specifically for the AS AQA exam 

“Perfect match to specification. 
This is the resource I would 
have written, had I had the 
time! I am so pleased that 

someone has been able to do 
it!” – K Wright, German 

Teacher and Independent 
Reviewer  

£54  ZZGP/6039 

AQA 

1. Essay styles 
2. How to write an essay plan 
3. Organising your ideas 
4. Writing the introduction 
5. Conclusions 
6. What to include in the main part of 

your essay 
7. Useful phrases for each section 
8. Synonyms and antonyms 
9. Expressing opinions 

10. Linking words 
11. Expressions of time 
12. Offering solutions to a problem 
13. The passive 
14. Idioms and proverbs 
15. Checklist: what to include in your essay 
16. Sample essay: how could it be improved? 
17. Sample essay: marking with the 

AQA mark scheme 
18. Starting your essay: step-by-step 

NEW! 
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Exam Practice: Listening and Reading 
Comprehensive practice for the listening 
and reading elements of the A Level 
German exams. Specially written texts, with 
exam-style questions and answers.  
 
 Full coverage of the specification – texts 

for every topic and question type, pitched 
at the right level  

 Engages students and gives ideas for 
speaking and writing 

 Native speaker recordings for listening resources 

 

£59  ZZGP/4343 A2 Listening 18 texts 

£59  ZZGP/5266 AS Reading 24 texts 

AQA 

 
£59  ZZGP/5265 AS Reading 24 texts 

Edexcel 

“I can’t think of a resource which matches the 
specification better than this! The level is spot 
on and the exercises are identical to those in 

the exam both in terms of style and difficulty.” 
G Smith, MFL Tutor & Independent Reviewer  

 

“This is an excellent resource for the higher 
end of the academic range of students. ”  

R Vogt, Teacher and Reviewer 

Practice Exam Papers 
3 practice papers for each of the listening, 
reading & writing units; 3 sets of oral stimulus 
cards for each of the speaking units. 
 
Everything you need: 
 Write-on papers which look like 

the real exam papers 
 Audio CD and Transcripts of listen-

ing exercises 
 Answers and mark schemes 

“Extremely useful… They mirror exactly the 
layout of the examination papers.”  C Davenport, 
A Level French Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
“I can use it with confidence.”  A Ridsdale, Head 

of German, Independent Reviewer 

 
£99  ZZGP/3555  Units 1+2 
£79  ZZGP/3356  Unit 4 

OCR 

 
£99  ZZGP/4509  Units 1+2 
£99  ZZGP/5123  Units 3+4 

AQA 

 
£99  ZZGP/3704  Units 1+2 
£29  ZZGP/3619  Unit 4 

Edexcel 

4 papers for each OCR set 
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Practice Exercises for Translation Skills 
 

Interesting texts to translate into English covering all the topics on 
the AQA specification.  Additional sentences to translate from English to 
German, ensuring students have plenty of practice translating both from 
and to German.  
 

Interesting texts to translate 
from English to German on 22 Edexcel 
exam topics. 
 
All Resources 
 Exactly match the Edexcel or AQA A2 Translation exam style, covering 

all specification topics for the relevant exam board. 
 Vocabulary and grammar exercises to familiarise students with 

necessary vocab and give essential grammar practice in context. 
 Includes an example full translation and a 

detailed marking grid with notes for each text.  
Can be used for teacher reference or for 
students to self- or peer-mark. 

 Grammar answers and index of grammar points 
included. 

“It allows students to work with their vocabulary according to 
the different study areas & enables them to practise specific 
grammar points to a point where they can instinctively score 
full marks.”  R Bravo, Head of MFL, Independent Reviewer 

AQA 

Edexcel 

 
£99  ZZGP/2998 

Edexcel 

 
£99  ZZGP/4945 

AQA 

Falsche Freunde: Translation Supplement 
Stop your students wasting valuable translation marks on 'false 
friends' with this workbook, targeting the 100 most common 'falsche 
freunde’ at A Level. Contains a reference section with full definitions 
in both languages, sentences to translate from both English > 
German and German > English and learning activities to reinforce 
vocabulary. 
 Vocab also presented in a cut-outable card format for games / 

learning exercises. 
 Perfect games as starters & worksheets for homework 
 Full answers 

£34  ZZGP/3910 

 
£99  ZZGP/2998 

Edexcel 
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Bridging the Gap: Grammar Podcasts for AS 
A great introduction to AS – also valuable for Gifted & Talented GCSE 
 

 
A series of engaging grammar podcasts targeting the topics which students 
struggle with in the gap between GCSE and AS Level.  Concepts 
are straightforwardly and interestingly explained, ensuring  
students have the confidence to improve and expand on their 
grammar at AS Level. Includes audio and MP3 files on CD. 
 
 

 Full transcripts allow students to go over what they have 
heard, and worksheets allow key practice for every topic.  Answers in-
cluded. 

 Topics covered:  Present Tense, Perfect Tense, Nouns, Plurals, Dative,  
Accusative, Word Order, Adjectival Endings, Genitive, Prepositions 

 Independent study so students can go at their own pace 

Reach for A* German Grammar Podcasts for A Level 
From the author of the successful ‘Bridging the Gap’ resource comes a brand-new 
set of 11 podcasts, explaining A Level grammar in a simple, accessible manner 
that your students will love. Ideal for classroom use, self-study, homework or revision 
– learn and practise anytime and anywhere!   
Clear, original and often humorous explanations devised by an experienced 

teacher and based on years of experience – 100 minutes of listening material! 
Accompanying worksheets for each 

chapter with full answers to consolidate 
knowledge and practise 

Students can go through the material as 
often as they wish and always at their 
own pace 

 Includes full transcripts for every podcast to cater for different types of learners   
 
All advanced grammar structures are covered and illustrated with plenty of examples 
of modern German usage, ensuring that your students are well prepared for their 
exams. 
 PLUS!  ‘Tips for A Level Ticks’ – prepares students 

even for the trickiest of exam questions 

"Guaranteed to teach pupils important grammar in a modern way.  
Works well for A Level as a reminder of what they should have 

learnt at GCSE."  S Davidson, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer £69 ZZGP/4333 

‘Exactly what I have been 
looking for!’ C Woodward, 

HoD and Ind. Reviewer 

£69+VAT ZZGP/6162 

NEW! 
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Getting to Know… Das Leben der Anderen 
 Before: Introductory tasks covering related vocabulary, 

the director and his influences, and historical and political 
context give students a solid foundation for their study. 
 Encourages students to speculate on the content and 

themes of the film 
 During: The comprehensive scene-by-scene analysis 

ensures thorough understanding. Students consolidate their 
knowledge of the film while critically examining aspects 
such as characters, themes and techniques. Activities 
include: vocabulary, comprehension, translation, grammar, discussion, 
research and writing.  

 After: Exam-style oral and essay questions help students to apply what they 
have learnt. Example essays and conversations prompt discussion of 
successful essay technique.  

Getting to Know… Die Verwandlung 
 Before: Introductory tasks covering Franz Kafka and 

the history of the novella give students a solid 
foundation from which to begin their study. 

 During: In-depth exploration and analysis of the text ensures thorough 
understanding. Students consolidate their textual knowledge while critically 
examining aspects such as characters, themes and narrative techniques.  
 Packed with example analyses and possible interpretations to encourage 

students to critically evaluate. 
 Activities include: vocabulary, comprehension, translation, grammar, 

discussion, research and writing.  
 After: Exam-style oral and essay questions help students to apply what 

they have learnt. Example essay and conversation prompt discussion of 
successful essay technique.  

Getting to Know… Berlin 
Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, 
background information and practice exam 
questions ensure comprehensive 
understanding of Germany’s iconic capital. 
Topics covered include: history, geography, 
economy, people, tourism and culture. 

£79  ZZGP/6110 

£89  ZZGP/6114 

£69  ZZGP/6052 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 
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Getting to Know... 
Die Fetten Jahre sind Vorbei 
 Directed tasks with suggested websites  

focus students’ independent research. 
 Special sections on the German political scene, critical recep-

tion and director’s techniques. 

Getting to Know... 
Der Besuch der Alten Dame 
Special sections on: 
 Comparison of the play and the 2008 film 
 The characters 
 Whether the play is a tragedy or a comedy 
Including: 
 Questions on the themes of greed, love, family, 

death, the establishment and justice 
 Top tips for a top grade essay 
 Model essay plan and answer 

Getting to Know... 
Goodbye Lenin 
 Activities include translation, grammar and 

language.  By studying  
grammar and vocabulary in the context of the film, students develop language 
skills directly relevant to the exam. 

 Exam-style questions with useful skill-development  
exercises to provide perfect exam preparation. £49  ZZGP/4669 

£59  ZZGP/4670 

All 3 are useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Guided Studies Options WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

“It is an extremely useful and well 
presented resource.” R Bravo, 

HoD  and Independent Reviewer  

£49  ZZGP/4014 

"Encourage students to take 
control of their learning."   
G Bennett, Teacher,  
Reviewer 

Getting to Know... 
Die Berliner Mauer 
 Chapters include: Construction of the wall, Living with 

the wall, Fall of the wall, After the wall 
 Biography and influence of Bärbel Bohley and Erich 

Honecker 
 Exam-style essay and oral questions 

provide perfect exam preparation 
 Invaluable essay-writing tips and vocab, 

plus detailed sample essay plan 
 Detailed answers to all exercises 

£79  ZZGP/5264 

Useful for: 
 

Cultural Topics 
 

Research-based Essay 
 

Guided Studies Options WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 
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SOS How to Get a C in GCSE Spanish 
Reading and Writing 
 
Trains your weaker students to get that C 
in AQA GCSE Spanish!  Specific language 
strategies are built up through  
carefully selected tasks. For Reading these 
are: Prefix Pointers, Cognate clues, 
Compound nouns,  
Situation and Tenses. For Writing these 
are: Opinions, Descriptions, Present Tense, 
Preterite Tense, Imperfect Tense, Future 
Tense, Giving Advice, Linking Up  
 
For each strategy, the logical structure builds from an explanation, 
to practice activities to an exam-style task. 
 
 Vocab, task type, 

grammar and topics 
all perfectly 
tailored to the 
Edexcel exam! 

 Self-contained 
resource supports 
weaker students 
without taking up 
valuable class time 

“This really does do what it says it will; the 
weaker student is encouraged to focus on the 

common areas of error at GCSE. Thorough and 
very supportive for students on the C/D 

borderline.” H Dickinson, Head of MFL and 
Customer 

 
"Something I think useful for every GCSE 
teacher/tutor to have in the armoury."  

A Wells, Head of German, Independent 
Reviewer 

 
"The resources are versatile and could be used 

independently by students or with the 
teacher."  S Jones, German Teacher, 

Independent Reviewer 
 

“This resource gives me the reassurance that 
those weaker, perhaps disaffected learners can 
still progress and achieve without feeling like 

they are being left behind.”  S Darnell, Spanish 
Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
£39  ZZGP/4942 Reading 
£39  ZZGP/5681 Writing 

AQA 
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Homework Worksheets 
45 structured homeworks for Spanish reading and writing.  Tasks 
include: a text to read; comprehension, vocab and grammar exercises; 
and independent writing tasks.  Self-contained activities: ideal for 
homework and cover. 
 Ready to use – just photocopy and hand 

out! 
 Enough homeworks for a whole year! 
 All answers included 
 Separate Higher and Foundation 

homeworks 
 Homeworks for every topic on the new specification 

 
£69  ZZGP/4448 “A great resource for the busy teacher!”  

F Levett, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 
 

"Fantastic!  This is the best set of appropriate resources I have 
seen for the new syllabus!  I would use this to write a scheme of work 

as it is much more methodical than the textbooks currently 
available."   

C Brockenbrow, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

AQA 

 
£69  ZZGP/5119 

Edexcel 

Three differentiated 
levels! 

17x Higher 
17x Foundation 
11x Easy Foundation 

Structured Cover Lessons 
Lessons covering every topic on the GCSE AQA specification – so you’ll  
always have a cover lesson on content students are currently studying. 
 
Fully stand-alone structured tasks with clear progression from one task to 
the next: ❶ Vocab ❷ Reading ❸ Writing ❹ Creative task. With extension 
“challenges” throughout to ensure even the quickest students have enough 
work to keep them busy for the whole lesson. 
 
Separate Foundation and Higher worksheets so you can 
select the most appropriate tasks for your class. 
 
 Clear instructions for students 
 Fully stand-alone – no need for a specialist teacher 
 Includes answers for easy peer- or self-marking 

 
£99  ZZGP/5966 

AQA 

£99  ZZGP/6084 

Edexcel 
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Topical Articles for Gifted & Talented 
Three packs of 15 interesting, up-to-date articles, many linked to Spanish culture, e.g. 
video games, birthday parties and sports; famous people, festivals and monuments.  
Range of texts from 150 to 350 words long, including postcards, forum posts and 
interviews. 
 
A series of activities accompanies each text to ensure students get the most out of 
what they read: finding synonyms in the text and comprehension questions, linked 
grammar exercises, and writing tasks.  Plus extension questions in the target lan-
guage, and an opportunity to set targets to use newly learnt words and phrases in 
their own writing. 
 Great as ready-made cover or homework 
 Ideal for extension 
 Perfect for independent learning 
 Answers included 

£69  ZZGP/5288 

“A very good resource for higher level students at GCSE.”  
F Lynch, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
“This resource is outstanding. I particularly like this resource due 

to the fact that each text is written from a teenager's point of view. 
All in all a very good resource to promote independent learning.”  

S Juarez, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

Differentiated Topical Articles for GCSE 
Supporting 2016 specifications – ready to use now! 

 

Engage and enthuse your GCSE students with this pack of 15 original 
and up-to-date articles based around a range of contemporary issues. 
Differentiated for Foundation, Medium and Higher levels and accom-
panied by structured language activities, these texts will appeal to learn-
ers of all abilities and make Spanish culture come alive! 
Topical issues and modern-day themes make texts relevant and relatable 
All articles linked to topics from new GCSE specifications – the perfect 

supplement to the course! Ready to buy and use now, this is the perfect 
resource to bridge the gap between the specs!   

Three tiers of differentiation – 6 Foundation, 3 Medium and 2 Higher – to 
use at all stages of GCSE course and with all abilities. 

Each text accompanied by vocabulary, comprehension, grammar, transla-
tion and writing exercises. Plus! Extension activities for those who work 
quickly  

Full answers provided 
for easy marking and 
teacher-, peer- or self-
assessment. 

£59  ZZGP/6291 

Articles include: Guapos, ricos y famosos; 
Enganchados a las redes sociales; ¡3, 2, 1, 

Acción!; Las chicas de Almodóvar; Objetivo: 
salvar la Tierra; Se buscan voluntarios; La gala 
‘Inocente, Inocente’; Un día en un instituto de 
Perú; Me merezco un año sabático; Quiero ser 

periodista en Televisión Española 

NEW! 
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‘Stretch and Challenge’ Writing Resource Pack 
for GCSE AQA Spanish 

 
"Wonderfully innovative... hits the spot and 
very accurately shows pupils (and teachers!) 
how the crux of an A/A* is really achieved."    

S Darnell, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 
 
Boost your students’ chances of achieving an 
A* in their writing controlled assessment. Covering all the AQA GCSE 
Spanish topics, these stimulating, ready-to-use exercises motivate 
and challenge higher-level students.  
 
 Section 1: Building your Base – lays the foundations for 

excellent writing with sections on progressing from KS3 and A* 
requirements  

 Section 2: Topic-based Activities – an extensive range of gap fill 
activities, templates, content-based worksheets and ideas 

 Section 3: Grammar and Checking – consolidates learning with 
imaginative activities, tick lists and project work 

£59  ZZGP/5547 

Las aventuras de Mari Carmen 
Listening Activities for GCSE Spanish 
 
10 lively and engaging Spanish podcasts following 
the adventures of real-life FLA Mari Carmen as she 
gets to grips with life in the UK! Unique listening 
activities and relevant reading, writing and 
speaking extensions develop the essential skills 
needed at GCSE-level Spanish. Stimulating narrative 
brings Mari Carmen’s journey to life and provides 
unrivalled insight into Spanish culture. 
 10 standalone chapters cover common GCSE 

topics 
 Each podcast is broken up into five manageable 

sections, with transcripts included in ‘blog’ format 
– perfect for differentiation! 

 End-of-chapter AfL activities help your students 
evaluate their progress and identify their strengths £89  ZZGP/5444 

“I think it really 
paints a picture of 
life in Britain for a 
foreigner, and so 
from that point of 
view, it has great 

cultural worth. The 
topics are well 

linked to the GCSE 
topics” – F Lynch, 
Spanish Teacher 
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150 Revision Podcasts 2nd Edition 

150 original Spanish texts, recorded by 
a native speaker, with spoken 
questions and answers on separate 
tracks, to improve  
listening skill and confidence. 
 
 All new specification GCSE topics  

covered 
 In MP3 format for iPods for 

independent study  
 On audio CD for listening practice 

in class 
 3 differentiated learning levels 
 
New to the 2nd Ed: Write-on 
worksheets to use in class 

“We are always trying to find resources like this!”   
L Lawlor, Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
“An excellent idea & has huge potential across the ability range.”  N 

Thomas, French Teacher & Examiner, Independent Reviewer 
 

“It is better than other resources because of the variety, caters for all 
levels and listenings are not too long, nice, short bursts of language 
to listen to with good comprehension questions.”  L Gomez, Head of 

Spanish, ZigZag Customer 
 

“This is an excellent resource which encourages independence in 
students and provides them with absolutely everything that they need 

to work at their own pace.  It appeals to students as the format is 
MP3 podcasts; lots of our students enthuse about it and engage fully 

with all aspects.  Once purchased this resource has excellent 
longevity; whichever syllabus and however specifications change, this 

resource will always prove good revision practice.”  
H Dickinson, HoD, ZigZag Customer £150+VAT  ZZGP/4500 

Listen to samples online: 
zzed.uk/spanishpodcast2 

GCSE Spanish 
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Differentiated Exam Practice 
50 differentiated Spanish reading comprehension texts & exercises 
exactly matching the new AQA specification. All topics covered with 
5 different exercises: 
 2 for Foundation – matching pictures to vocabulary & vocabulary 

to meanings 
 2 for Higher – texts with multiple choice questions & 

comprehension questions in English 
 1 for Gifted & Talented – texts with questions in Spanish 

“Yet another excellent resource!  The 
differentiated layout would be suitable for 
my mixed ability class.”  A Ridsdale, Head 

of German, Independent Reviewer 

 Matches exam style questions 
 Relevant & interesting texts to keep your students’ interest 
 Use during the course as end-of-topic test/ homework 
 Answers to all exercises for easy marking 

Practice Exam Papers 
Practice papers for each of GCSE Spanish 
AQA, Edexcel and WJEC.  3 Reading and 
3 Listening for both Foundation and 
Higher.  Covers every topic in the new spec.   
 
Everything you need: 
 Answers and mark schemes 
 Audio CD and transcripts 
 Write-on papers look like the 

real exam 

 
£69  ZZGP/4265 Reading 
£89  ZZGP/4264 Listening 
£139  ZZGP/4266 Both 

AQA 

 
£69  ZZGP/4329 Reading 

WJEC 

 
£69  ZZGP/4271 Reading 
£89  ZZGP/4270 Listening 
£139  ZZGP/4272 Both 

Edexcel 

“Excellent, clear, concise and just what I was looking 
for.” M Henwood, HoD and Customer 

 
£79  ZZGP/4620  Reading 
£99  ZZGP/5142  Listening 

AQA 

 
£79  ZZGP/6085  Reading 

Edexcel 
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Topical Articles with Exercises  
for AS and A2 Spanish 
 

A series of up-to-date articles based around the latest events in Spanish-
speaking countries, each one accompanied by a range of activities. Written 
by native speakers, these authentic texts will stretch your students while 
testing the skills needed for AS and A2 in a modern-day context. 
 Topical and often challenging issues make texts relevant and 

thought-provoking, offering ample opportunity for debate. 
 All articles based on topics from the AS and A2 specifications  
 Each text accompanied by vocabulary, comprehension, 

language, translation, writing and discussion exercises – all 
matched to AS and A2 level.   

 Full answers provided for easy teacher-, peer- or self-marking. 
 
Hot off the press! 
The brand-new AS Volume 3 is based on 
topics from the new 2016 specifications – 
the perfect resource to bridge the gap 
between the specs! Start using now, keep for 
next academic year! Ar cles include la fiebre 
del piercing, ¿Tienes Facebook en tu vida o 
Facebook tiene tu vida? And ¿Por qué nos 
fascina tanto la vida de los famosos?  £54  ZZGP/4165  A2 Vol. 1 

£54  ZZGP/4975  A2 Vol. 2 

AS 

Revision Activities 
Varied activities covering all the topics and grammar needed to succeed in 
AQA Spanish.  For each topic, students:  
 Revise vocabulary in a practical way  
 Recap familiar grammar and learn how to apply new concepts   
 AS: Practise reading comprehension, with exam-style questions to 

improve their technique 
 A2: Practise reading comprehension and translation, with helpful 

tips to improve their technique 
 AS: Master writing skills with the support 

of tips, idioms and sample essay plans 
 A2: Master the art of speaking with 

regular debates about current topical issues 
 

 Practical nature ensures students are engaged with tasks & make the 
most of their revision time 

 Hand out the whole pack at revision time or 
individual sections for focussed revision 

 Full answers provided 
 
£69  ZZGP/5122 AS 
£79  ZZGP/5909 A2 

AQA 

"A very good resource which 
would be highly valued by 

teachers.  It is very exam focused, 
“ G Smith, Spanish Course Leader 

and Independent Reviewer 

£54  ZZGP/4418  AS Vol. 1 
£54  ZZGP/5088  AS Vol. 2 
£54  ZZGP/6189  AS Vol. 3 

A2 

NEW! 
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Practice Exercises for Translation Skills 
Covering all the topics on the AQA specification, the resource 
contains: 
 72 interesting texts to translate from Spanish to English 
 72 vocabulary and grammar exercises to familiarise students with  

necessary vocab and give essential grammar practice in context. 
 370 sentences to translate from English to 

Spanish. 
 Exactly matches the AQA A2 Unit 3 Translation  

exam style 
 Each text includes an example full translation and 

a detailed 20-point marking grid with notes.  
These can be used for the teacher’s reference or for 
students to self- or peer-mark. 

 Grammar answers and index of grammar points included. 
"Excellent coverage of vocabulary combined with reinforcement of A2 topics.”  

K Wheelwright, Lead Teacher of A2 Spanish, Independent Reviewer 
 

“I like the fact that this resource initially focuses on expanding their 
knowledge of vocabulary and grammar and then moves on to the 
translation.”  A Sanz Caro, Head of MFL, Independent Reviewer 

Also for Edexcel 
66 interesting texts to translate from English to Spanish on 22 topics.   
 

 Meets the requirements of Edexcel A2 Unit 4 Section A 
(translation) & follows the Edexcel topic list 

 Each text includes an example full translation 
and a detailed 30-point marking grid.   

Practice Exercises for Translation Skills in 
Spanish endorsed by Edexcel for use with the 
Edexcel A Level Spanish specification (9PS01) 

 

 
£129  ZZGP/4262 

AQA 

 
£99  ZZGP/4181 

AQA 

Also for WJEC 
64 interesting texts to translate from English to Spanish on 16 topics. 
For each text, a series of 3 grammar exercises uses the translation as 
its base.    
 

 Each text includes an example full trans-
lation broken down into 15 points. 

 
£99  ZZGP/5843 

WJEC 

Edexcel 
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Listening Exam Practice 
Comprehensive practice for the listening element of the A Level 
Spanish exams.  Specially written texts recorded by native speakers, 
with exam-style questions, extension exercises and answers. 
 Full coverage of the specification – texts for every topic and 

question type, pitched at the right level 
 Differentiated – extension exercise for every text 
 Engages students and gives ideas for 

speaking and writing 
 
£69  ZZGP/5144  AS 24 texts 
£59  ZZGP/5143  A2 18 texts 

AQA 

 
£69  ZZGP/5145 AS 24 texts 

Edexcel 

“This is just the sort of thing I have been 
looking for for a very long time.  Listening 
practices are the hardest resource to come by 
and this one hits the nail on the head as it is 
linked to the specification and topics taught.”  

J Blencoe, Teacher, Reviewer 

Reading Exam Practice 
Comprehensive practice for the reading 
element of the AS Edexcel Spanish exam.  
24 specially written texts, with exam-style 
question and answers. 
 Full coverage of the spec – texts for 

every topic and question type, pitched 
at the right level. 

 Engaging texts on topical issues in 
modern Spain – helps make sure 
students are up to date for their 
speaking and writing exams. 

 
£59  ZZGP/5812  AS 24 texts 

AQA 

 
£59  ZZGP/5813 AS 24 texts 

Edexcel 

“Very good quality. It has good activities to engage students 
and to prepare them  for the AS exam.”  

J Ermina, Spanish Teacher and Independent Reviewer  
 

"A very good resource that would be useful to help prepare 
students for the reading exam. There is a good variety of 

questions in the style that appears on the AQA exam. This 
resource could be used in class, or as a useful independent 
revision tool in the approach to the actual exam.” F Lynch, 

MFL Teacher and Independent Reviewer  
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Practice Exam Papers 
3 A Level Spanish practice papers covering 
listening, reading and writing.  3 sets of oral 
stimulus cards. 
 
Everything you need: 
 Write-on papers which look like the real 

exam papers 
 Audio CD and Transcripts of listening 

exercises 
 Answers and mark schemes 

 
“You cannot go wrong with these papers.”  

M Cottrell, MFL Teacher at Cadbury Sixth Form 
College, Independent Reviewer 

 

“The resource provides depth & scope for students 
to practise all four language skills & gain insight 

into the format for these examinations.“  
S  Darnell, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
£99  ZZGP/3357  Units 1+2 
£99  ZZGP/3706  Units 3+4 

AQA 

 
£99  ZZGP/5815  Units 1+2 
£99  ZZGP/4380  Units 3+4 

WJEC 

 
£39  ZZGP/5908  Unit 1 
£34  ZZGP/5467  Unit 4 

Edexcel 

Question 9 Grammar: Exam Practice Bank 
340 exam-style grammar gap-fill questions to  
practise Question 9 of the AS AQA Spanish Exam: 
 20 questions for each of the 12 AS exam topics  

– presented in specification order to give  
students plenty of exam practice that matches 
the topic and vocabulary that they are studying 

 10 questions each on 5 key grammar points 
(agreement, present tenses, past tenses, future 
tenses and the subjunctive) 
that students find difficult 

 5 tests which exactly mimic 
the real exam 

 Grammar grid shows the grammar covered by each 
test so you can easily find questions that match what 
you are teaching. 

 Marking grids for easy marking or independent 
learning. 

 Improves overall accuracy in students’ written work. 

 
£34  ZZGP/4960 

AQA 

“Very useful, thank you. Exactly what we 
needed - an easy-to-use pack to help with a 
section of the paper that students historically 

hate.” N Widnall, HoD, Customer 
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Structured Essay Support 
A series of 13 ‘masterclass’ worksheets on common problem areas in 
A Level Spanish essay writing. Practical exercises and relevant 
examples in the context of possible exam questions throughout – 
improving final exam performance! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Applied exercises to develop skills  
 Example student essays with examiners’ 

comments and ‘how to  improve’ tasks. 
 
£59  ZZGP/4679  A2 

Edexcel 

Worksheets cover: 
1. Writing a plan 
2. How to write good paragraph 
3. Introductions and conclusions 
4. Expressing opinions 
5. Expressing feelings  
6. Developing the argument 
7. Linking phrases 

8. Common errors 
9. Subjunctive or indicative? 
10. Synonyms 
11. Using time phrases 
12. Useful idioms and proverbs 
13. Choose the right word! 

“A fantastic resource, very complete and with clear 
step by step explanations (such as the ones on 

planning the essay) so that students are able to "get" 
it. .”  J Ermina, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
£59  ZZGP/5080  AS 
£59  ZZGP/6173  A2 

AQA 

AS Structured Speaking Support 
Take the stress out of speaking exams with this structured support pack. 
Two carefully designed sections to develop your students’ confidence: 
 
1 Worksheets to use throughout the year to develop vital skills of research, 

para-phrasing, high-level grammar and using preparation time. 
2 Focused, topic-specific skills practice for exam preparation, with key 

vocab, ideas and info on every Edexcel exam topic. 
 
Each section covers the advanced grammatical structures and linguistic 
requirements needed to get a top grade, plus lots of innovative, practical 
activities to boost student achievement. 

   “Lots of good exercises, with grammar 
explanations as well as hints to prepare for the 
exam. It is a brilliant resource… It gives students 
confidence to do the speaking part of the exam.”    
J Ermina, MFL Teacher, Independent Reviewer 

 
£59  ZZGP/5152 AS 
£69  ZZGP/6164 A2 

Edexcel 

NEW! 

NEW! 
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Getting to Know... Habana Blues 
Ensure comprehensive understanding of this 
wonderfully evocative Spanish-Cuban film!   
 Before: Introductory tasks covering the 

actors and director, location, historic and socio-
economic context, soundtrack, and cinematic 
techniques. 
 Includes dedicated section on Cuban Spanish 

 During: The comprehensive  
scene-by-scene analysis ensures thorough understanding. 
Students will consolidate their knowledge of the events of the 
film while critically examining the characters and themes. 
Activities include: vocabulary, comprehension, translation, 
grammar, discussion, research and writing.  

 After: Exam-style oral and essay questions help students to 
apply what they have learnt. Example essay and conversation 
prompt discussion of successful essay technique.  

 

Getting to Know... Todo sobre mi madre 
 
Students will know this eccentric and thought-provoking film 
from Pedro Almodóvar inside out.  
 Before: Introductory tasks cover location, 

the director and his influences, socio-political 
context, and cinematic techniques.  

 During: Students will gain a thorough 
understanding of the different aspects of the 
film in relation to key scenes and events.  
 Extensive language focus enables students to talk about 

the film in depth and achieve higher marks in the exam. 
 After: Further development of analysis encourages 

students to think critically and evaluate the wider relevance.  

Themes include: gender, the status of women, 
relationships, transexuality and transgender issues, 

family, urban culture and lifestyles, society  
Other aspects covered: organ donation, 

contemporary Spanish cinema, the theatre industry, 
religion, health 

£79  ZZGP/6191 

£89  ZZGP/6190 

Edexcel 
AQA 

Edexcel 
AQA 

WJEC 
oral 

WJEC 
oral 

Useful 
for: 

Useful 
for: 

NEW! 

NEW! 
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Getting to Know... Diarios de motocicleta 

Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, background 
information and practice exam questions ensure 
comprehensive understanding of this hugely successful  
Latin American film. Students will get to know Diarios de 
motocicleta inside out and be fully prepared for the speaking and 
writing exams.   
Aspects covered include: Latin American 
cinema; Che Guevara and his legacy; the 
Cold War and communism; colonisation 
and indigenous populations; leprosy; 
cinematic techniques; characters; 
separation (economic, racial, religious, 
physical); critical reaction 

 

Getting to Know...  
El coronel no tiene quien le escriba 
The structure offers the perfect balance between guided 
classwork and independent study: 
 Before: Introductory tasks covering 

socio-historical context, literary language, 
the author and his influences provide 
students with the basic knowledge to 
begin their study. Includes vocabulary, 
comprehension and research exercises. 

 During: The comprehensive chapter-by-chapter walk-
through ensures thorough understanding. Students will 
consolidate their knowledge of the narrative through 
vocabulary, comprehension, translation, grammar, 
discussion, and writing activities. 
 Includes dedicated whole-text analysis section covering 

characters, themes, techniques and symbols. 
 After: Essay-writing tips and exam-style questions help 

students to apply what they have learnt. Sample essays and 
marking activity prompt discussion of successful answers.  

“Provides plenty of opportunity for researching the film 
and analysing and evaluating different aspects, and 

helps to expand students’ vocabulary for the A2 exam.”  
Jose Ignacio Ermina, MFL Teacher £79  ZZGP/5814 

£69  ZZGP/6086 

WJEC  
Edexcel 

AQA 

WJEC 
oral 

Edexcel 
AQA 

Useful 
for: 

Useful 
for: 
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Edexcel 
AQA 

Getting to Know... Mar Adentro 
In-depth analysis of the characters, themes and 
director’s techniques (inc. interviews with the lead 
actors & director). Includes special section on 

euthanasia – ideal for the Edexcel oral £59  ZZGP/4263 

 

Getting to Know... El Laberinto del Fauno 
Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, 
background information and practice exam 
questions to ensure a full understanding.  
Students will know the film inside out and be 
well prepared for the speaking and writing 
exams. 
 Exam-style essay and oral questions for perfect exam 

preparation. 

£69  ZZGP/4508 

Getting to Know... Mujeres al borde  
de un ataque de nervios 
Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, analysis and 
practice exam questions cover the key areas of  character, 
 genre,  director’s techniques and influences,  the 
film’s  sociocultural context and  language.  With photos 
from the film. 

£69  ZZGP/5120 

“An incredibly thorough resource that covers all 
of the necessary elements of studying a film, and 
more. It's so detailed!“ F Lynch, MFL Teacher and 

Independent Reviewer 

Getting to Know... Volver 
Contains a full scheme of 
work and detailed answers 
to all exercises. 

£69  ZZGP/4416   

“It has saved me hours.”  
V Groom, HoD, Customer 

“It is an invaluable collection of activities.”  
P Rodriguez, Teacher & Ind. Reviewer. 

WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

“It allows the student to explore in detail the 
background of the film and the characters, build on 
vocabulary in a practical way. R Bravo, Teacher and 

Ind. Reviewer 

Useful 
for: 

Useful 
for: 
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Getting to Know... 
Como Agua para Chocolate 
Special sections on: La Revolución Mexicana, Temas, Los 
personajes, Técnicas de la autora y El simbolismo. 

£59  ZZGP/4331   

Getting to Know... Crónica de una 
muerte anunciada 

Preguntas de comprensión, análisis temático and 
Tarea lingüística for every chapter. 

£59  ZZGP/5121 

Getting to Know...  
Requiem por un 
campesino espanol 

Special sections on: Los personajes 
principales, Temas, Recursos 
estilísticos, símbolos y escenas 
importantes £59  ZZGP/4943  

 

WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

Getting to Know...  
La Casa de Bernada Alba 
 Special sections on: Los personajes, 

Temas de la obra, Recursos 
estilísticos, Escenas importantes. 

 Worksheets cover translation, 
grammar and language.   

£49  ZZGP/4166   

“A well-structured resource which saves a significant 
amount of planning time and guides students towards all 

aspects of the book concerned with the exam.” S Bradshaw, 
Deputy Head MFL and Independent Reviewer  

WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

CCEA 

Useful 
for: 

Useful 
for: 
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Edexcel 
AQA 

Getting to Know... Voces Inocentes 
 Varied and stimulating activities cover grammar and vocabulary in 

the context of the film, helping students develop skills directly 
relevant to the exam! 

 Inspiring research tasks encourage independent 
learning and help students evaluate the wider 
relevance of the film 

 Special sections on: Contemporary Hispanic cinema, The 
Salvadorian civil war, Child soldiers, Family relationships 

 Exam-style essay and oral questions provide perfect exam 
preparation – includes detailed guidance and model answer 

 A thorough, chronological work-through of the film 

£59  ZZGP/5539 

“Very good, well structured, allows for research. Allows 
students to follow the film and reflect on the main themes 

whilst at the same time considering the wider socio-
political context” – R Bravo, Spanish Teacher & HoD 

 

Edexcel 
AQA 

Getting to Know...   
Ocho apellidos vascos 
Aspects covered include: geographical, cultural and 
political context; key themes and issues; plot development; cinematic 
techniques; characters; relationships; critical response 

£89  ZZGP/5805 

“Great resource. It involves the student actively all the 
time, the audio-visual material makes it really attractive 

and it focuses on contextualised and authentic 
vocabulary, grammar and language.”   

H Cambero, Spanish Teacher, Ind. Reviewer 

 

Edexcel 
AQA 

Getting to Know...  La lengua de las mariposas  
 Before: Introductory tasks covering socio-political 

context, cinematic techniques, and the director and 
his influences provide students with the basic 
knowledge to begin their study. 

 During: The comprehensive scene-by-scene analysis ensures 
thorough understanding – broaden students’ knowledge of characters, 
themes, genre and techniques while consolidating language skills.  

 After: Exam-style oral and essay questions help 
students to apply what they have learnt. Model 
answers and feedback activities prompt discussion of 

successful answers. 
£79  ZZGP/5906 

Useful 
for: 

Useful 
for: 

Useful 
for: 

NEW! 
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Getting to Know... Andalucía 
Worksheets for each topic with:  vocabulary and 
translation exercises;  research tasks followed by 
comprehension questions to reinforce understanding; 
 texts with reading activities; ¯ para hablar activities 
including games and debates; ° para escribir questions. Topics covered 
include:  geography, history, population, economy, culture, position of 
Andalucía in Spain and a personal perspective. 
£64  ZZGP/5543  

Getting to Know... Madrid 
Ready-to-use research tasks, worksheets, background 
information and practice exam questions ensure 
comprehensive understanding of this culturally rich and 
vibrant region at the heart of Spain. Topics covered 
include: geografía, historia, población, política, 

economía, turismo, cultura y estilo de vida 

WJEC 
Edexcel 

AQA 

CCEA 

Getting to Know... Cataluña  
Standalone chapters cover each aspect of the region. Activities 
include: vocabulary, grammar, comprehension, translation, 
speaking and writing. Stimulating audiovisual activities bring the 
topic to life and motivate 
students to practise their  
reading and listening skills. 

“Incredibly up to date. Points the student 
in the right direction, allows for research, 

develops grammar, reading, writing, 
translating and speaking skills.”  – R Bravo, 
Spanish Teacher & Independent Reviewer 

£84  ZZGP/5905 

£79  ZZGP/5682 

Getting to Know… Yerma 
Getting to Know… María Llena eres de gracia 
Getting to Know… Castilla y León 
Getting to Know… El País Vasco 
Getting to Know… La Guerra civil 

More Getting to Know… resources available now  

Useful 
for: 

NEW! 

£59  ZZGP/4871 
£59  ZZGP/4870 
£89  ZZGP/5771 
£89  ZZGP/5713 
£64  ZZGP/4671 

 View full inspection copies at zzed.uk/ZZGP View full inspection copies at zzed.uk/ZZGP 55 

GCSE Italian 

Differentiated Reading Exam Practice 
for GCSE Edexcel Italian 
 
55 differentiated reading 
comprehension texts and exercises 
exactly matching the GCSE 
Edexcel specification.  Specifically 
designed to offer students the 
opportunity to revise common 
GCSE topics, vocabulary and 
structures while consolidate their 
reading skills. 
 
 All topics covered, each with 5 

different exercises 
 Supports those who struggle while stretching the most able 
 
Relevant and interesting texts to keep your students’ interest 
Use during the course as end-of-topic test / homework 
Questions similar to those in the actual exam 
Answers to all exercises  easy marking 

£79  ZZGP/5802 



Ordering Options 
 
All resources come as photocopiable masters with site licence. 
 Go PDF – add 30%+vat to also get your resources in PDF for easy distribution & printing 
 Go editable – add 50%+vat to also get resources in Word+PDF for easy printing & editing 
 

See the enclosed order form for the full list of resources 

ZigZag is a large community of over 6000 teachers & educationalists. 
Review new titles or publish your own work 

  

Fancy being involved?   
 

Then register at… 
publishmenow.co.uk 

The Professional Publishing Community 
  

Alternatively email new resource ideas directly to… 
publishmenow@zigzageducation.co.uk  

View full inspection copies at zzed.uk/ZZGP 2 

£3 P&P or FREE if you quote ZZGP 
Full photocopy/network site licence included in the price 
Quality guaranteed, or your money back 
Automatic sale or 10-day return period 
View every page of each resource online at zzed.uk/ZZGP so you 

know exactly what you are buying. 

To Order: 
 

 Ring 0117 950 3199  
 Fax 0117 959 1695 the enclosed order form 
 Post the enclosed order form 
 
Official purchase order numbers may be required for school purchases. 
Private orders welcome – please send a cheque with your order. 

Ordering Options: 
Resources come as photocopiable masters with site licence. 
 
Resources can also be ordered in: 
 PDF format for easy distribution and printing – add 30%+VAT to ‘go PDF’ 
 Word format for easy printing and editing – add 50%+VAT to ‘go editable’ 

Free updates 

Register your email address to receive any future free updates* 
made to MFL resources your school has purchased, and details 

of any promotions for your subject. 

Go to zzed.uk/freeupdates 
 

* resulting from minor specification changes, suggestions from teachers  
and peer reviews, or occasional errors reported by customers 


